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ABSTRACT
Ode
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of dreams,
Wandering by lone sea-breakers
And sitting by desolate streams;
World losers and world forsakers,
On whom the pale moon gleams:
Yet we are the movers and shakers
Of the world for ever, it seems.

With wonderful deathless ditties
We build up the world’s great cities.
And out of a fabulous story
We fashion an empire’s glory:
One man with a dream, at pleasure,
Shall go forth and conquer a crown;
And three with a new song’s measure
Can trample an empire down.
We, in the ages lying
In the buried past of the earth,
Built Nineveh with our sighing,
And Babel itself with our mirth;
And o’erthrew them with prophesying
To the old of the new world’s worth;
For each age is a dream that is dying,
Or one that is coming to birth.
—Arthur O’Shaughnessy

Methods of hierarchy are often represented in graphic forms. They shape
our world into subjective places/spaces
of belonging or oppression. The need
for order is a human condition. There
is constant tension between the utility
of ordered systems against the manipulative and ultimately subjective manner
in which they are created. Where there
is a system, there is a story. The narrative the hierarchy tells is just as crucial
to me as the mechanics.

I position myself within various hierarchal
systems as a way to understand the logistics
of their becoming, but also, to manipulate
(or justify) my cultural and ethnic status in
relation to them. My work often deals with
multiples of a system—copying, transferring,
and detaching the pieces into abstract, void,
or reconfigured images. This self-reflexive
method of undoing order—of viewing the
neatly bound as a whole or into the smallest
fractions, takes my subjectivity (and relationship to narrative) and reinterprets methods
of hierarchy that are historically viewed as
objective. This book demonstrates my
disruption, compliance, and/or fabrication of
order in pursuit of creating a cosmos of my
own making.
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INTRODUCTION

1

“Myself in it like a distorted shadow, a parody of something, some fairytale figure in a red cloak, descending towards a moment of carelessness
that is the same as danger. A Sister, dipped in blood.” (68)
2

Buckley, Jeff. Grace. Columbia Records, 1994.

Díaz, Junot. The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao. Riverhead Books,
2007, (2).
3

Ursula K. Le Guin’s ability to create and immerse her readers into speculative worlds in unparalleled. In The Left Hand of Darkness she places man
into a world of extreme hierarchy and power.

4

*The Handmaid’s Tale red.

During my undergraduate education I was
immersed in literature. I found my principal
interest in magical realism, speculative fiction,
and existential and dystopic works. Narrative
or speculative fiction is always present in my
making. These dystopian works always have
systems of order that are crucial to being placed
in the imagined world. My mind processes the
information of hierarchy through narrative.
A particular color of red* takes me through
self-generated images of the tamed women in
Margaret Atwood’s novel The Handmaid’s Tale.1
A crack in the road reminds me of Jeff Buckley’s
angelic words in the song So Real— “I never
stepped on the cracks ‘cause I thought I’d hurt
my mother.” 2 The ebonic cadence of the author
Junot Díaz’s words in The Brief Wondrous Life
of Oscar Wao—“For those of you who missed
your mandatory two seconds of Dominican
history.” 3 The image of a tall dark skinned man
walking through a world of a white genderless
civilization4 in Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left
Hand of Darkness.

magical realism (n):
a literary or artistic genre in which realistic narrative and
naturalistic technique are combined with surreal elements
of dream or fantasy.
speculative fiction (n):
a genre of fiction that encompasses works in which the
setting is other than the real world, involving supernatural,
futuristic, or other imagined elements: this classic of
speculative fiction imagines an extraordinary global occurrence that forces Earth’s men and women to exist in
parallel dimensions.
hierarchy (n):
a system or organization in which people or groups are
ranked one above the other according to status or authority. Addition- Hierarchy is a method of not only organizing
people by status or authority but also a means of creating a
utilitarian tool to maintain order.

The Left Hand of Darkness, Ursula K. Le Guin,
Cover by illustrator Alex Ebel (1974)

The Most Noble Order of The Garter, A dynastic order established in
1348 by King Edward III of England.
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order (n):
the arrangement or disposition of people or things in
relation to each other according to a particular sequence,
pattern or method; a state in which everything is in it’s
correct or appropriate place; a state in which the laws
and rules regulating the public behavior of members of
a community are observed and authority is obeyed.
system (n):
a set of connected things or parts forming a complex
whole, in particular: a set of things working together
as parts of a mechanism or interconnecting network.

Censored text reminds me of the beauty that is an
E.E. Cummings poem—with its typographic breaks
making a picture out of words. Those worlds subvert
the audience’s place of knowing, into one of learning.
One day while reading, it hit me—it was someone’s
job to make books. I wanted to be that person. I
wanted to use type and image to convey interweaving connections and narrative. I wanted to express
my circuit board of associations and juxtapositions
of story telling. I wanted to be a graphic designer.
This book will carry you through an array of images
and stories that my mind is constantly swirling
around. The work is filled with speculative narration tied with a factual understanding of order
(hierarchy, systems, categorization, etc.). My relationship to hierarchy is deeply rooted in my comprehension and imagination.
The sequencing of this document will follow a set of
rules that are firm and yet tested or challenged. I am
the master of this world. Everything is fair game
How will your sense of story telling and system
following be tested? You will enter a new world,
as you do in every book.

United States Army Infantry Drill Regulations, (1965)
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The main focus of this book is to demonstrate
my use of hierarchy as the subject, content, and
form. The various works to follow do not adhere
to that emphasis, but allow for a sequential
narrative of the work I have completed at RISD.
Each project uses a system whether of binary
order or typographic hierarchy. The core of my
thesis exploration will begin in Section One.

(Right)
Type Plates (2014), This series of four two sided 6x9 plates
showed the type design of Adrian Frutiger. I used the extensive
family of his typeface Univers to create a system based on
alphanumerical categorization—detailing the wide range of
glyphs. Made for Type II, taught by Aki Nurosi.

The complete plates, 6x9 inches. The blue graphics are illustrations by Adrian Frutiger created during the making of Univers.
They show his way of systemizing this large family of type.

THE UNIVERS
ARROW

“
The most important non-alphabetical sign was the arrow,
which had to blend harmoniously with the typeface

”

”

Base grid schematises the theoretical value
of the individual elements. The design of
characters therefore involves a conscious
inclusion of these overexposure values.

“

DIGITAL TYPE – 2000

4
D
3
2
BC
Frutiger was made for charles de gaulle airport in 1975.
It was reenvisioned by fruitger for the screen in 2000 and
named frutiger next.

PARIS METRO—1970

UNIVERS

SANS SERIF–1975

Univers has 21 different weights. It has been used
by paris metro system and aeroport paris.

SANS SERIF—1957
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DIGITAL
TYPE
FRUITGER NEXT

ABCDEF
GHIJKLM
NOPQRST
UVWXYZ

FRUTIGER
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(Right facing detail and following pages)
Wages (2015), 20x36 Poster series
These three posters seek to illustrate the cost of my graduate
education in correlation to the average salary of women
of color. The act of assembling numbers with typographic
language is a reflection of my profession and desire to
arrange information in abstract but meaningful ways.
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Manifesto (2014), Four page typographic experiment
about Marxist thinker Georg Lukács. The layout uses
typographic hierarchies to illustrate his ideologies. Made
for Seminar I, taught by Andrew Sloat.
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The Book (2014)
Inkjet printed book comparing the formal relationship
between El Lissitzky and graphic designer John Gall.
Lissitzky grew to fame with his abstract geometrical
propaganda prints. John Gall is a book cover designer who
uses type and image in similar ambiguous ways. My use of
diagonal lines as a formal and illustrative system has been
carried into various works. Specifically, in the making of
the system Otra Vez which will be talked about later in this
book. Made for Type III, taught by Douglass Scott.
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This was a typographic experiment using the diverse set of
hierarchal principles that the format of the book allows.

20

PINK PORCH

23

A child sits with her legs pretzeled on the cracked pavement of her home. The
pavement in her town was always cracked, the lawns were always dead, and
the exterior of the homes were perpetually stuck in an era she knew wasn’t the
present. Blue chalk had dried on her fingertips, her nails were filled with dirt
and splendor from a day of running around her block. She wasn’t allowed to
leave the block of her house. A boy and a girl her age lived next door—she liked
how much the boy knew about sports. He would often huddle them together after playing tag and explain the statistics of the Oakland Raiders and sometimes
the LA Lakers.
The child enjoyed sitting on the porch of her baby pink house—a home
for now, but not for long. They moved a lot. Her mother and her two sisters.
She wondered why chalk was easy to remove from the sidewalk but not from
her Michael Jordan jersey—she would ask her mom later. This kid’s hair was a
curly mess. No, more frizz than curl really. She wasn’t interested in figuring out
her hair situation, or cleaning the black from under her fingernails, or solving
the metabolic break down of blue chalk. At least not right then, at 3:30pm on a
weekday.
This time was her time for magic. This was her time of synchronized
bliss. She traced the cracked pavement with her eyes—up and then down, until
the route made sense. The door opened from a temporary classroom belonging
to the adjacent High School.
Here they come. She broke focus with the pavement and stared fixedly
at the teenagers exiting the building. They wore uniforms. Military uniforms,
her mom verified that. They had badges and patches that denoted something.
Something important she thought. They lined up, twenty or so of them, into 4
lines of 5. This was her favorite part—the formation of order. One of them had a
lot of patches and shiny medals—they were a big deal she thought. The important one said “at ease.” The teens went from one very intense stance with their
arms at their sides to the same stance but with their arms behind them and
their feet apart. This was amazing. Magic.
The important person said something the child couldn’t make out. But
it meant something. The uniformed bunch began moving in unison with the
cadence of the leader dictating the perimeters. Their feet walked at the same
pace, they turned in unison, they looked right and left at once—she was watching a wizard create order out of bodies.
Yea, she enjoyed knowing who was in charge in the Godfather Trilogy.
Who was the boss. She wanted to know what happened if the president died—
who would become president, how far down did the line of accession go? But
this was different, this was order—visually solid (pure she thought—with a tingle down her spine). It was like a story. It was a narrative of rules. It was magic
she couldn’t unsee. The blue fingered child would remember her afternoons on
her pink porch with admiration. But she was hungry—hungry for more order—
more knowledge. The girl would follow, she would learn, she would lead—
always looking for that same magic.

I.
WORDS, IMAGE,
AND IDENTITY
OR
THE ORDERED SELF
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William IV of England, Sir Martin Archer Shee, (1833)

I love the action of circling and underlining
a word in a book. What’s better than a word?
A quote. An assemblage of words into a perfect
proclamation or observation—that is rapture.
Pair that word or sentence with an image and
you have a fortune. Graphic Design is what I’ve
heard it called. I think of my role as a designer
as a moment maker. Artist Barbra Kruger
illustrates moments (often triggering pathos)
with phrases. Her exhibition at the Hirshhorn
Museum titled Self-Doubt (figure 1) uses the
walls of the museum’s lower level as a canvas for
billboard-like exclamations. An entire wall
reads (in a very identifiable Kruger condensed
typeface) “BELIEF + DOUBT = SANITY.” Her
most (in) famous work pairs word with image,
fueling observations about identity in capitalist
America. I Shop Therefore I Am (figure 2) are
such moments. They have solid statements yet
hold an ambiguously objective marketing
vernacular. Those pieces touch upon the inherent mode of what graphic design can do—illustrate meaning through the juxtaposition of
words and image in order to give the viewer
an emotional response. This contrast references
the ways that narrative and my interest in
hierarchy merge.

Figure 1: Belief + Doubt, (2012)

Figure 2: I Shop Therefore I Am, (1990)

In this Section, I elicit the ways in which word
and image can create moments of ambiguous
identity through detachment and abstraction.
In Who Are They? (2015), collaged and reconfigured portraits of the British monarchy blur
the historical purpose of depicting royal sovereignty. I’ve explored the visual language that
defines those in power, specifically for the
projects that will follow; I’ve devoured the
language and rules of the European monarchy.
Orders and Decorations of Europe in Colour by
Paul Hieronymussen describes the origin and
etiquette of royal orders of merit with pristine
photographs and commentary. The vernacular
of these orders will be explored in more detail
in the final section of this book. For now
however, the focus is on the frozen image of
royal portraits—their pristine uniforms, medals,
medallions, crowns, and heraldry are all a
means of claiming authority, position, and
identity. Identity is a complicated fixture of
smoke in mirrors. These people are at the core,
still human–and that is what the following
works hope to reveal in abstract methods of
making. Hierarchy is a subjective system that is
viewed as objective—it is my impulse then, to
view the nature of systems as abstract.
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Voice (2017), Video and sound editing, 00:01:49
The sound featured in this video is layered over audio of me the
day after I lost my ability to speak. The visuals are fragmented
pieces of numbers representing my innate desire to make
sense of my condition in the most inherent way I know possible,
the act of ordering.
http://www.jordynalvidrez.com/speech/
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(Right and following pages)
Surface Molecules (2015), Inkjet printing on canvas
These 20x40 canvas prints use a portrait of an unknown
subject by German painter Joseph Karl Stieler. The face is
replaced with microscopic images of human cells, making the
subject humanized by the intimacy of shared genetic properties and yet unrecognizable by a masked face. The left over
ornamentation places her in a world that is familiar in the genre
of a royal portrait. Still, her identity remains one of a character
in a story.
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Who Are They? (2015), Digital collage printed with
inkjet on cardstock, Series of ten plates juxtaposing
monarchs of Great Britain.
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(Right and following pages)
Hash–tag Sophisticated Gay (2014), Digital collage
These collages are framed digitally to illustrate each subject’s
role as someone who is being gazed upon but cannot control
their own narrative. The hash–tags use colloquial Internet
jargon to comment on the appropriation of the portrait into
a fantasy landscape in the digital age.
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Hello buyer.
Did you know that I am apart of the first nation Mescalero Apache Tribe in New Mexico?
What’s my name? It doesn’t matter. Does it?
I am now for sale. I’ve long been in the background. A commodity at halloween parties and
music festivals. My land is not my land. But
your land. Take my features as you have taken
our culture. Snapchat filters have become the
mechanism in which you disguise yourselves in
society. Let me make it easier for you to wear
me. You do want to wear me right? Not be me,
but use me.

Snap Chat Me (2016), Video and narration
The narration of this video takes the viewer through a sales
pitch for the purchase of the culture of the First Nation
Mescalero Apache of New Mexico.
http://www.jordynalvidrez.com/mescalero/
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I am Figure One. The distinct characteristics
in which you associate my people with have
been outlined for you. A users face can be
recognized by way of the blue face recognition
outline. You can call me “old man”. The white
lines is what will appear on your white faces.
My weathered skin may turn out to be popular
for sending to friends. Items one through six
are items that will appear along with my face.
The face is what I assume society want to replicate.
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I am Figure Two. I think you’ll find my clothing most satisfying for your need to appropriate my culture. This filter is for taking photos in your bathroom mirror. Instead
of inventing a style of your own, you can use
my garbs as a joke. Or a self-defense mechanism. The red outline will detect your body
and places items one through ten on your body.
I am Mescalero Apache. Now you can look like
me without having to be me. You can place my
feathers and beads on your body. No longer
needing to purchase or steal the pieces.
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I am Figure Three. Do I need to go over what
my filter can offer? Or can you take my outlined body and use it at your will. That is
what this is about right? You, using me? You
can have my features. My color. Without having to be apart of my culture. Not apart of my
history. This isn’t about history or culture
is it though? I am for sale. Not for the taking.
Or will you, just, take me.
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BABY BLUE LIES

61

The sky was filled with aggressive looking clouds. The parking lot of the
event was filled with people headed toward the baseball field. A giant parade
float of some kind looked alive when the wind shifted its tissue paper parts.
The child was extremely aware of holding her bag filled with all of the proper
tools needed to take on the game. She couldn’t stop adjusting her team uniform. She wanted to look serious. Because she was a serious kid. And games
are not for fun, they are moments to prove yourself. Her baby blue shirt read
Blue Jays. The bottom of the “y” underlined the rest of the text. Why was her
uniform named after some team in Canada? Where is Toronto? Right or left
of California? Up or down? Her newly purchased white pants were a little
baggy. She was tiny. But what she lacked in size she tried to make up with
professionalism and respect for proper uniform etiquette. That was the day
she discovered grape flavored Big League Chew. Gum was a part of the look.
And she was into the idea of there being a right and wrong way to play
t–ball. She was going to get this right.
She approached the blob of baby blue hued teammates and parents
preparing to begin the game. The child played the position (role) of catcher.
The mask and padding the league provided didn’t match her uniform. What
a way to start the season. The first kid walks up to the T–shaped ball holder.
The game has begun. The thing about being the catcher is you can’t see everything. She could only see baby blue dots in the field and the hitter’s totally
wrong stance. His belt matched his uniform though. She took a mental note
to get a matching belt. It turned out that her position was a very active one
because none of the kids could hit the ball. They would swing full force causing the ball to tip off of the stand. She threw off her mask each time and tried
to get the ball as vigilantly as she could. Each time with more passion and
awareness of her persona. The opposing team didn’t score anything. It was
time for her to hit the ball that was seemingly simple and levitating right
in front of her. She got to second base. Her baby blue teammates were good.
They scored eight runs. Amazing! That is, until she found out the league
stopped the inning after consecutive scores so everyone would get to play.
So we don’t get to keep scoring because the other team doesn’t know how to
play? She would have to have a conversation with her mom about this. The
game is about to end and she lost track of the score. She asked a beefy white
guy for the details. And that is when her whole universe crumbled—they
didn’t keep score in t–ball. What was the point of all of this?! Her mother
was going to hear about this. The game wasn’t a game. It was a space to
congregate and have children exercise. Her whole life was a lie.
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II.
APPROACHING
KNOWN SYSTEMS—
OR LIVING IN THEM

Everything has a structure. In Women, Fire,
and Dangerous Things: What Categories
Reveal About The Mind, George Lakoff
describes the human tendency to build
a system and hence categories—“Whenever
we reason about kinds of things—chairs,
nations, illnesses, emotions, any kind of thing
at all—we are employing categories.Whenever
we intentionally perform any kind of action,
say something as mundane as writing with a
pencil, hammering with a hammer, or ironing
clothes, we are using categories (5) .” He goes
on to explain that the principal technical
theory of categories has been present for over
two thousand years—categories share properties. But there is a more recent theory that I
find more interesting and applicable to my
work as a designer—prototype theory. This
theory takes into account the complexities of
the human mind; for example—abstraction,
metaphor, imagination, and mental imagery.
Our need to put things into a system (or place
of belonging) cannot be established without
knowing “how we categorize is central to any

understanding of how we think and how we
function, and therefore central to an understanding of what makes us human (6).”
When following a set system we are (un)
knowingly doing things the right way.
We are arranging the properties in designated meaning. If we subvert the system we
are using (or not) it in an unintended fashion.
Both follow a state of order. I approach
known systems in this fashion. Example—
In an American elementary school setting
there is a point in the day where the pledge
of allegiance is said aloud. The children stand
and place their hand on their heart and drone
on and on. I use the word drone intentionally,
because this generally means it’s the beginning of the day (the kids now have six hours
left of Charlie Brown’s teacher talking until
they can go home and watch TV—“wah wah
wah weh wah”). They’ve played a part in this
micro-place of patriotism. They are just
trying to make it to recess. The action is the
system. The parts are the category. They act

Prototype theory:
The human capacity to categorize is formulated by mechanisms of imagination, metaphor, mental imagery and is
not always disembodied and abstract.
Principal classical theory:
Categories are defined by common properties.
category (n):
a class or division of people or things regarded as having a
particular shared characteristics.
things (n):
an object that one need not, cannot, or does not wish to give a
specific name; [with modifier] (things) objects, equipment, or
utensils used for a particular purpose.

so they can begin—a visual and auditory
case of a system. Now, leave patriotism and
politics at the door—what happens when
someone doesn’t stand up and take part in
this action? Are they then subverting the
system? Is the whole classroom or the entire
school district going to cease to function?
Probably not. But it makes the system real.
We do not contemplate the structure
(because somehow it is objective) until the
order, the action; the skeleton of the structure is not present.
The work to follow demonstrates my method
of exposing, manipulating, or adhering to the
framework of known systems. Outline (2016)
uses the structure of a contents outline to
reveal the negative space that the page can
create without copy. The roman numerals
produce images as they cascade down the
page in different measures of indentation.The
work is read in the form of the book. The
fragments of type then, generate a narrative
void of content but full in imagery.

Our Bad (2016) and Age of Discovery (2016)
are accompanying works that use content of
elementary school history syllabuses found
online as a means of reproducing the
unspoken history of American colonialism.
Similarly Queer Cursive (2015) uses the visual
vernacular of a cursive handwriting workbook while inserting a narrative or language
that is counter to the subject but adheres to
the traditional format.
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Outline (2016), Book using the format of the roman numeral
outline. The absence of content allows the system to create
form through negative space and type.
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Our Bad (2016), Unbound book that reproduces the United States
official apology speech given in 2000 for the colonization and
mass genocide of the First Nations.
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Age of Discovery (2016), Book which uses elementary
American history syllabuses found on the internet to
demonstrate the absence of information about the
effects of colonization on the First Nations.
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(Right)
Patches (2015), Digital embroidery
I used familiar patch shapes with disparate words to tell an
alternate narrative. The dissociation of the word and image
subverts the dominate use of the medium.
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(Right)
Heavy (2017), Silkscreen on sandbags
The sandbag is used as a weighted object with protective
qualities. The phrases on the bags subvert its utility through
language that is meant to advise caution.
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The installation was placed outside of the RISD Graduate building
entrance. The day of placement was in response to the Graphic
Design MFA Biannual that was centered on American politics and
history. The sandbags were not a part of the Biannual. I used the
opportunity to have the piece act as the first thing the audience
encountered. But I also wanted to contribute work that elicited the
truth of America’s founding principles. As a person of Mexican and
Native American heritage I found it important to represent the long,
violent, and difficult history of people of color in the United States.
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Queer Cursive (2015), Wiro bound book
This is a reproduction of a cursive handwriting workbook. The
format is one that facilitates learning. In theory this work seeks to
teach queer vernacular in a space that’s content is historically of
the “neutral” variety- Jack and Jill ran up the hill. What happens
when the content is subverted to promote an alternative narrative
and subject of learning?
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RED HOLOGRAM

110

The child wasn’t sure if she was somewhere in the spectrum of heaven or hell.
Up or down. Utopia or purgatory. Or in a parallel universe. The Other World
is what she called it. She had grown into an adult sometime along the way.
But she was back to being a small child after her brain decided it needed to
reboot. We are talking major dial-up speed of a tortoise restart. Something
had turned off her motherboard. So she sat on the couch, eyes open but with
no meaning behind them, a vessel of human anatomy—comatose. The child
stared at the wonders of her mother’s living room. The corner of the blank
wall was easy to look at for hours on end. Where she lived she did not know.
What she was living for she did not know. The child existed in this Other
World of limbo. She would have gradients of coherence. Mom telling the child
to look at her. She would break from the blank wall and meet her mother’s
eyes. She saw fear in them. A definite look of love, but struggling with helplessness. The child understood her mother’s eyes. What they were concerned
about she couldn’t comprehend, but she felt that she was safe. She was home
in her mother’s eyes.
There were moments of full color—shades of pink and baby blue. But
mostly, moments of red. She did not know what was happening, nor could
she remember in full detail these holograms of red. But the child would
tremble in convulsions, sobbing for reasons unknown. She moaned words
that were not words. She tried to explain that her mind was blank. No one
could understand her slurred tongue. So she bellowed, shaking, and only able
to say one word—Bubba. Her uncle had passed away two years before. When
she was an adult. And now as a child, in the moments of red, Bubba would be
the only feeling she could communicate.
As the gradients of coherence began to appear, she began to understand she was ill. She was not in the Other World at all. The child would
miss that parallel universe where there was no sound and no thoughts—
with no ability to verbalize or think of words. It was the most peaceful she
had ever felt. Void of the ability to feel or comprehend. But when the child
had moments of red, she felt the fear that came with not knowing who she
was, where she was, and not knowing if she would ever find out. Her mother’s eyes filled with tears as she looked down at the child. Her mother knew
things. She always did. Did the child ever conceive information? Of this
world she wasn’t sure, but she had lived in the Other World where nothing
seemed real unless she touched it. And so she began to reach for things—
objects, people, plants, and animals. The child learned what was real and
what wasn’t by using the only sense she had left—touch.
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She worried that the Other World would disappear and she would be taken
out of that comforting limbo. But the child would have to emerge. Become
an adult again. So she fought through the red convulsions. She slurred her
way back to verbalizing. She fought to see her mother’s eye fill with anything
but pain. She had to master how to transform not just from an empty vessel,
but to the person with a soul she knew was her. The child slept for days on
end, giving her mind the strength it needed to recalibrate. She would wake
for only a moment to see her grandmother staring at her from a chair or her
cousin napping beside her. The child’s younger sister would speak to her in
soft tones.
A year went by and the child was not yet a woman again. She began
to speak. She began to feel. She began to understand what happened to her
motherboard. She did this by the mechanism she could always count on—
order. She looked at endless amounts of heraldry and Chain of Commands.
She watched YouTube videos of military marching and the WWII melodrama The Winds of War, straining her mind to remember the insignias
and ranks on the screen. She rebuilt her mind through the basic standards of
categorization. She was not in the real world yet. But she could feel her uncle
lifting her up to eat, to take her medication, to have strength and faith in
God. The red hologram had always been him.

III.
A NEW SYSTEM TO
RULE THEM ALL,
OR
THE SPICE MUST FLOW
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Herbert, Frank. Dune. Chilton Books. 1965.

1

Tolkien, J. R. R. Lord of The Rings: The Fellowship of The Ring.
New York: Del Ray/Ballantine, 2012. Print.

2

3

The Man in The High Castle; Amazon, (2015).

cosmos (n.):
the universe seen as well-ordered whole; a system
of thought.
insignia (n.):
a badge or distinguishing mark of military rank, office,
or membership of an organization; an official emblem.
class (n):
a set or a category of things having some property or attribute in common and differentiated from others by kind,
type, or quality.

1

Experimenting with systems of order has
given me a foundation to create my own
hierarchy.A new system to rule them all—
yes, I am going full Gandalf The Grey2 with
graphic design. Instead of interacting with
known systems as I showed in Section Two,
or creating moments as I demonstrated in
Section One—I have established a world with
rules of my own. This world still has spaces
that I would consider moment makers, but
the collection as a whole is intended to allude
to an experience—of another place, an organization, a cult, or an alternate universe.
Following this Section you will find an interview with the production designer Drew
Boughton who adapted the iconography
of World War II as described in Philip K.
Dick’s novel The Man in The High Castle
for the screen.3
Figure 3: Waffen Insignia WWII

transgression (n):
an act that goes against a law, rule, or code of conduct;
an offense.

In Tuxedo (2017), I take an early 20th
century tuxedo jacket and manipulate its
form through the addition of digital embroidery. The system I created has it’s own
specific set of insignia, orders of merit, and
iconography. The insignia is used to place a
person in a position of superiority or subordination just as military institutions do. The
placement of iconography on the jacket is
either in direct correlation of established
systems (figure 3) or subverted in placement
to distinguish this order as new, generative
and speculative in nature. I use pieces of the
new system in works of brand making.
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Otra Vez is the name of my organization, institution, group,
consortium, association, society, etc. The entirety of this section
is devoted to this body of work. Building this universe has been
an exhaustive effort of experimentation both formally and
mentally. The translation of Otra Vez from Spanish is again
or one more time. It is my psalm—my way of approaching every
second of every day. Iterations and “save as” files (or one more
times) are a part of being a productive and progressive graphic
designer. My fascination with order or hierarchy may be more
fixated on the historical and systemic uses than your average
designer. But, those in our field are for the most part very
calibrated and attuned to matters of detail. So, it is with this
predisposition of focus, that I set forth on creating the elements
of my very own cosmos—Otra Vez.

(Right)
Twins (2017), Photo and digital collage
Faces begin to blend together once people are grouped into
categories through shared properties. During my time at RISD I
have not encountered many people that look like my family or me.
In a way Otra Vez seeks to implement order by means of
subverting identities—making everyone look the same at first
glance but also allowing for a deeper reading of iconography and
characteristics. The act of branding people in this way is
emblematic of people becoming discernable. These five portraits
juxtapose two people that look alike. The various positions in
which they sit attract the viewer to search for divergence.
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I.

II.

V.

Otra Vez Insignia (2017)
A new world order needs alternative iconography to differentiate
people from other people. The following set of insignia build off of
one another just as many ranking systems do. The base of the
insignia is the outline of a square, a centered ampersand, and
one diagonal line. As one is promoted the more evolved the rank
becomes—an addition of an ampersand, a line, and or a solid
square of grey or black.

IV.

VI.

VIII.

(Right)

III.

VII.

IX.
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X.

This set of insignia designates those who work directly as
officers for Otra Vez. The criterion for advancement is based
on merit and time given to the society. Members are reviewed
every year and are promoted to the next level of insignia if their
behavior warrants it. There can also be a change in rank at any
given time if superior officers deem it suitable.
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XI.
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XII.
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XIII.

This is the insignia of the Chief Commander of Otra Vez. Only one
person may hold this rank at a time.
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Otra Vez Insignia II, (2017)
This set of insignia is for personnel that are on the board committee that oversees Otra Vez. These ranks are given in addition to the insignia of officers. Only high ranking officers have
this additional rank.
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Otra Vez Uniform Jacket (2017), Digital embroidery on
salvaged 1940s tuxedo jacket. This is the primary uniform
worn by members. The motto is present along with notes of
merit and rank.
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Patch detail of my birth year 1989

(Far right chest)
Ten pointed star with diagonal line,
The official emblem of Otra Vez.
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Patch detail of level 4 rank

(Right)

Nican Tlaca translates in the indigenous language Nahuatl to “We The
People Here”. The term is used by the Mexica Movement to identify
indigenous people that have always had roots in the Western Hemisphere
(or North and South America) prior to Spanish and English colonial rule.
The patch is a statement of identity and autonomy, free from the confines
of the description Mexican–American; my culture has been diluted from
years of eurocentrism—this is a proclamation of belonging.
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(Right)
The saying of Otra Vez is “And the tree was Happy”—a quote from Shel
Silverstein’s book The Giving Tree. This phrase is a reminder of the Otra
Vez mantra “one more time”—going through various stages of life but
always repeating your core value. The tree’s unwavering feeling was
one of love and loyalty.
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(Right)
The following three posters are works of propaganda. Speculatively
used to gain a following or remind members of their pledge to
Otra Vez. They are presented in print and digital spaces based on the
location or technology present. You can find these posters hanging
above a fireplace in a member’s home or on a large digital billboard on
the side of the freeway.
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A
CONVERSATION
WITH
DREW
BOUGHTON
Drew Boughton is the production designer of Amazon Original’s adaptation of Philip
K. Dick’s dystopian novel The Man in The High Castle. He seamlessly articulated
the visual vernacular of the story through the production of reimagined places like
Times Square, the airport, and the insignias worn and on display in this speculative
world. This interview was conducted through email. All sketches and images in this
interview are by Drew Boughton.
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JA: What would you label yourself as—

art director, production designer, artists, other?
DB: Production Designer (who really loved and re-

spected being a good Art Director first) Hitchcock
and James Cameron both started out as art directors.
JA: How did you begin creating the production design

for The Man in The High Castle? Specifically, how much
of Philip K. Dick’s novel had an effect on the adaption to
the screen? The iconography in the show is believable.
Would you say the art direction has a correlation with
dystopian narratives or was the goal to make the viewer
invest in a world that could have been?
DB: The PK Dick material is really visually inspiring

and as with Blade Runner the source material really
impacts the production design. As we are working
under Ridley Scott’s direction we also take major clues
from that achievement on mixed period production
design. In a way what makes it believable is how many
ordinary not spectacular things are mixed in with the
unusual or Nazi totalitarian things. The big idea was
to make it as American as possible, because Americans
became Nazis too...that is the critical point and mission
of the story. To show how any society is capable and
able to willingly become militaristic and brutal.
JA: The Nazi iconography obviously has historically vio-

lent connotations. I imagine a good amount of time was
spent on research? I’m particularly taken by the way
the nazi uniforms, insignias, and day–to–day materials
were “Americanized.” What additions did you make to
both Nazi America and the Japan America territories?
DB: There was a ton of research. We co-opted the

colors of the American flag and Nazified it by among
other things adding red stripes to arm bands and
red white and blue to the traditional Japanese
Imperial flags.

Concept Sketch of Times Square,
The series is set in post WII United States where the Nazi party controls
the east of the country and the Japanese control the west.
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JA: I am currently generating my own set of heraldry,

insignia, propaganda and iconography for a speculative
world. I have found myself writing fiction to go along
with this cosmos. How much time do you spend with the
written word in order to get a sense of what you want the
production to look like?
DB: The writer Frank Spotnitz wrote the pilot script

and adapted the show from the book. So Frank did a
lot of lifting on that. Then we proposed various things
as we thought of them such as “what does the flag look
like” questions. So in some cases I pitched the flag
ideas directly to frank.
JA: Would you be willing to share some sketches for the

visual vernacular of the show (signage, uniform sketches,
building motifs)?
DB: Sure

(Left)
Concept Sketch for The San Francisco Nazi Embassy,
Japan owns the west coast of the United States. The
addition of an embassy in California was necessary for
members of the Nazi controlled east to conduct work while
away from their headquarters in New York and New Berlin

(Right, Top to Bottom)
Concept Sketch for a Nazi Airplane,
The technology of the Nazi Reich is speculatively advanced
the modes of transportation. The plane can fly from New
York to California in under an hour.

Nazi Aircraft as it Appears in The Show
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JA: My favorite art direction is from Ridley Scott’s Blade

Runner, another Philip K. Dick Novel. What is your
favorite(s) production design on screen? Why?
DB: That is the film that most inspired me to become

a Production Designer. It is a uniquely sophisticated
multi–layered version of design that was quite groundbreaking when it came out. Recent films like Minority Report, also based on PK Dick are superb as well.
Other films include 2001, almost any Kubrick film, and
of course classics such as Frankenstein and Metropolis.
JA: What is your favorite title sequence? What is your

favorite film/television poster? Why?
DB: Don’t have a favorite title sequence, really like the

one we have, the title company received an Emmy for
that which was very well deserved I think.
JA: Are there any words of wisdom you can share with

me about working as a graphic designer or art director
with a film studio?
DB: I would become the best designer you can in terms

of narrative story telling. So that’s not a software...
or it’s a life long learning thing about really listening to
what other people are saying... being fully open to their
ideas... and then designing the thing whatever it is. As a
designer you only have to do one job... show up everyday and be part of the solution.
Good luck
Drew Boughton

(Right, Top to Bottom)
Concept Sketch for a Nazi Conference Room
Adaptations of Nazi and Japanese Insignia,
Those who live in the former United States
depending on their allegiance wear these insignias.
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